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Notes on Jack Schaefer's, Shane 1985
frontier and pioneer life west u s fiction shane the movie was adapted from one of these short stories in this book

The Collected Stories of Jack Schaefer 1967
shane rides into the valley where bob starrett s family lives and bob 15 tells about shane s winning ways

The Short Novels of Jack Schaefer 1949
jack warner schaefer november 19 1907 january 24 1991 was a twentieth century american author known for his westerns
his most famous work is shane which was made into a critically acclaimed movie and the short story stubby pringle s
christmas 1964

Shane 1966
readers searching for courage and adventure will find just that and more in the engaging prose of jack schaefer in
this vintage collection of western vignettes exploring varied tales of life in the west schaefer shares the stories
of exceptional characters conflicted with humanity as they navigate the challenges and opportunities that can only be
found on the frontier from the humor in cat nipped to the common concerns found in prudence by name jack schaefer
again places himself as the authentic voice of the west other stories in the collection include something lost
leander frailey that mark horse my town harvey kendall out of the past old anse takes a real man and hugo kertchak
builder published throughout the early 1950s these stories have captured our hearts and imaginations as true classics
in western fiction and will continue to do so time and time again

The Collected Stories of Jack Schaefer 1975
schaefer profiles pioneers of the west the doctors explorers and cowboys who settled the challenging landscape and
built communities in the old west

Jack Schaefer 2017
schaefer shares the individual stories of seven people rancher sheepherder homesteader town settler soldier miner and
cowboy in this collection he tells the tales as they can only be told in the open spaces of the old west in these
memorable narratives schaefer depicts the unique conflicts of settler life and captures the spirit of the resolute
willful determined and broken characters found on the western frontier



The Pioneers 2016
first blood schaefer s follow up to shane tells the tale of jess harker a young stagecoach driver finding his way in
this coming of age story

Heroes Without Glory 1994
an elegiac account of one man who followed his own peculiar trail out of the civil war and the crippled unrecorded
company that went with him kirkus reviews

Shane 2017
waiting out his last days an aged cowman relives his life as a carefree ranch hand

The Big Range 2017
based on a cheyenne legend this novel holds universal appeal as it explores the theme of a man s conflict with his
culture it is the story of how little bear a cheyenne warrior who opposes war reconciles the conflict between his
personal values and the demands of his tribe the dilemma faced by little bear gives rise to a story that is at once a
compelling adventure tale an authentic description of indian life and ritual and a parable of self realization first
published in 1953 the canyon remained one of schaefer s personal favorites this new release will be welcomed by
schaefer s enduring admirers and by new western literature enthusiasts it is a classic not to be missed

First Blood and Other Stories 2017
monte walsh has never met a horse he couldn t ride and chet rollins has never met one he couldn t rope for a decade
they are unbeatable and inseparable working as trail hands throughout the west until finally settling with cal
brennan s slash y their rough cowboy ethics see them through every imaginable challenge blizzards rustlers outlaws
and card games gone wrong partial to pretty women gambling and practical jokes monte is often on the receiving end of
trouble while chet is always there to break him out of jail or serve as a decoy until monte can get out of town in a
hurry as the west begins to change however the automobile replacing the horse the herds breaking up the two friends
part ways chet marries and goes on to become a successful merchant banker and politician but monte unable to imagine
anything but the cowboy s way of life refuses to the end to leave the range

Company of Cowards 1978-01-01
a study guide for jack warner schaefer s shane excerpted from gale s acclaimed novels for students this concise study



guide includes plot summary character analysis author biography study questions historical context suggestions for
further reading and much more for any literature project trust novels for students for all of your research needs

Jack Schaefer and the American West 2017
the classic western short stories in this jack schaefer collection explore the changing and often challenging truths
found throughout the american west the featured novella the kean land tells the story of young ben hammon as he
arrives in western colorado after the death of his parents to live with his small town lawman uncle the drama unfolds
as ben learns the ways of the land and the people who live there including the kean family as progress pursues there
is a dramatic price the keans and others must pay to keep their land in this once hostile territory how much blood
must those who love the land pay in order to stay

Mavericks 1980
notes of an amateur naturalist jacket subtitle

The Canyon 1981-01-01
stubby pringle nearly twenty is on his way to a christmas dance when he meets a family in need and finds a different
way to celebrate christmas eve

Monte Walsh 2016-07-12
this cliffsnotes guide includes everything you ve come to expect from the trusted experts at cliffsnotes including
analysis of the most widely read literary works

A Study Guide for Jack Warner Schaefer's "Shane" 2017
a wise old shepherd teaches a young boy lessons about survival bravery wisdom and friendship as he shows him how to
care for a flock of sheep in the harsh mojave desert copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved

The Kean Land and Other Stories 1975
william donald schaefer a political biography will fascinate maryland voters appeal to students of twentieth century
america and engage anyone who loves a good story well told book jacket



An American Bestiary 2017
in this true western classic jack schaefer tells the story of a mysterious stranger who finds himself in the wyoming
territory joining local homesteaders in their fight to keep their land and avoid the intimidating tactics of cattle
driver luke fletcher while trying to leave his gunslinging days behind him the mysterious stranger shane is tested by
fletcher and his men in shane schaefer executes a perfect western narrative while exploring the overarching themes of
virtue the human condition and a man s search for self

Stubby Pringle's Christmas 1999-03-03
a wise old shepherd teaches a young boy lessons about survival bravery wisdom and friendship as he shows him how to
care for a flock of sheep in the harsh mojave desert

CliffsNotes on Schaefer's Shane 1993
âe call me shaneâe tm he rode into our valley in the summer of âe tm 89 a slim man dressed in black riding easily he
never told us more than his name âe thereâe tm s something about him âe tm mother said âe somethingâe dangerous âe tm
âe heâe tm s dangerous all right âe father replied âe but not to us âe tm âe heâe tm s like a slow burning fuse âe tm
the mule skinner said âe so quiet you forget itâe tm s burning till it sets off trouble and thereâe tm s trouble
brewingâe âe tm there was

Old Ramon 1999-11-02
this text looks at the film shane 1983 directed by george stevens then one of hollywood s most successful film makers
alan ladd plays the charismatic outsider who defends a community against a predatory gang and in so doing transforms
the life of a family

William Donald Schaefer 2017
contains twenty two stories by such authors as max brand zane grey bret harte o henry jack london and jack schaefer

Shane 2016
includes part 1 number 1 books and pamphlets including serials and contributions to periodicals january june



Old Ramon 2015-03-26
1889 un cavalier solitaire s arrête l espace d une saison dans une ferme du wyoming dont il va bouleverser le
quotidien refusant de porter une arme alors qu il sait parfaitement s en servir peu bavard évitant l affrontement
physique bien que personne ne l effraie cet homme semble tout à la fois une légende et un mystère il est l homme des
vallées perdues celui auquel une seule balle suffira pour rétablir sa vérité avant de disparaître l une des plus
belles figures inventée par la littérature de l ouest américain et racontée par les yeux d un enfant bouleversé par
cet homme

Shane 2003
this collection of essays offers a sustained theoretically rigorous rethinking of various issues at work in film and
other media adaptations the essays in the volume as a whole explore the reciprocal intertextual quality of
adaptations that borrow rework and adapt each other in complex ways in addition the authors explore the specific
forces

South Dakota Review 2019-07-25
in the american psyche the e wild west e is a mythic historical place where our nation s values and ideologies were
formed in this violent and uncertain world the cowboy is the ultimate hero fighting the bad guys forging notions of
manhood and delineating what constitutes honor as he works to build civilization out of wilderness tales from this
mythical place are best known from that most american of media film in the greco roman societies that form the
foundation of western civilization similar narratives were presented in what for them was the most characteristic and
indeed most filmic genre epic like western film the epics of homer and virgil focus on the mythic historical past and
its warriors who worked to establish the ideological framework of their respective civilizations through a close
reading of films like high noon and shane this book examines the surprising connections between these seemingly
disparate yet closely related genres shedding light on both in the process

Shane 1989-10-01
what is art the arts establishment has a simple answer anything is art if a reputed artist or expert says it is
though many people are skeptical about the alleged new art forms that have proliferated since the early twentieth
century today s critics claim that all such work however incomprehensible is art a groundbreaking alternative to this
view is provided by philosopher novelist ayn rand 1901 1982 best known as the author of the fountainhead and atlas
shrugged rand also created an original and illuminating theory of art which confirms the widespread view that much of
today s purported art is not really art at all in what art is torres and kamhi present a lucid introduction to rand s
esthetic theory contrasting her ideas with those of other thinkers they conclude that in its basic principles her
account is compelling and is corroborated by evidence from anthropology neurology cognitive science and psychology



the authors apply rand s theory to a debunking of the work of prominent modernists and postmodernists from mondrian
jackson pollock and samuel beckett to john cage merce cunningham and other highly regarded postmodernist figures
finally they explore the implications of rand s ideas for the issues of government and corporate support of the arts
art law and art education this is one of the most interesting provocative and well written books on aesthetics that i
know while fully accessible to the general reader what art is should be of great interest to specialists as well ayn
rand s largely unknown writings on art especially as interpreted released from dogma and smoothed out by torres and
kamhi are remarkably refined moreover her ideas are positively therapeutic after a century of artistic floundering
and aesthetic quibbling anyone interested in aesthetics in the purpose of art or in the troubling issues posed by
modernism and post modernism should read this book randall r dipert author of artifacts art works and agency torres
and kamhi effectively situate rand s long neglected esthetic theory in the wider history of ideas they not only
illuminate her significant contribution to an understanding of the nature of art they also apply her ideas to a
trenchant critique of the twentieth century s advanced art their exposure of the invalidity of abstract art is itself
worth the price of admission chris matthew sciabarra author of ayn rand the russian radical rand s aesthetic theory
merits careful study and thoughtful criticism which torres and kamhi provide their scholarship is sound their
presentation is clear and their judgment is refreshingly free from the biases that rand s supporters and detractors
alike tend to bring to considerations of her work stephen cox university of california san diego

The Best Western Stories 1968
the mandak league may be one of baseball s best kept secrets operating in manitoba and north dakota from 1950 to 1957
it was the outlet for former negro leaguers to continue playing and entertaining fans occupying fields with ex major
leaguers minor league stars and some of the best manitoba north dakota and minnesota born players it featured such
greats as willie wells leon day ray dandridge and satchel paige who pitched briefly for the minot mallards in 1950 in
part i chapters on each of the mandak s eight seasons provide detailed information on the stadiums franchise and
league personnel pennant races and standout performances in part ii a comprehensive listing of profiles presents
basic information on the league s players their baseball backgrounds and their accomplishments in the mandak and
other leagues emphasis is given to former negro leaguers many of whom finished their careers in the mandak league
appendices provide batting and pitching records rosters and rules of conduct
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